This paper discusses comparison of two time series decomposition methods: The Least Squares Estimation (LSE) and Buys-Ballot Estimation (BBE) methods. As noted by Iwueze and Nwogu (2014) , there exists a research gap for the choice of appropriate model for decomposition and detection of presence of seasonal effect in a series model. Estimates of trend parameters and seasonal indices are all that are needed to fill the research gap. However, these estimates are obtainable through the Least Squares Estimation (LSE) and Buys-Ballot Estimation (BBE) methods. Hence, there is need to compare estimates of the two methods and recommend. The comparison of the two methods is done using the Accuracy Measures (Mean Error (ME)), Mean Square Error (MSE), the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE). The results from simulated series show that for the additive model; the summary statistics (ME, MSE and MAE) for the two estimation methods and for all the selected trending curves are equal in all the simulations both in magnitude and direction. For the multiplicative model, results show that when a series is dominated by trend, the estimates of the parameters by both methods become less precise and differ more widely from each other. However, if conditions for successful transformation (using the logarithmic transform in linearizing the multiplicative model to additive model) are met, both of them give similar results.
Introduction
The two major goals of time series analysis are 1) identification of the nature of the phenomenon represented by the sequence of observations and 2) forecasting (predict-ing future values of the time series variable). Identification of the pattern and choice of model in time series data is critical to facilitate forecasting. Thus, these two goals of time series analysis require that the pattern of observed time series data is identified and described. Two patterns that may be present are trend and seasonality.
The trend represents a general systematic linear or (most often) nonlinear component that changes over time and does not repeat or at least does not repeat within the time range captured by data. As long as the trend is monotonous (consistently increasing or decreasing) the identification of trend component is not very difficult. Trend analysis (methods for estimating the trend parameters) can be done by three important methods; 1) smoothing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 2) fitting a mathematical function [6] [7] and 3) differencing to make the series stationary in the ARIMA methodology [1] [8] [9] .
Tests for trend are given in Kendall and Ord [7] . Correlation analysis can also be used to assess trend. If a time series contains a trend, then the values of the autocorrelations will not come to zero except for very large values of the lag [6] .
Many time series exhibit a variation which repeats itself in systematic intervals over time and this behaviour is known as seasonal dependency (seasonality). By seasonality, we mean periodic fluctuations. It is formally defined as correlational dependency of order k between each ith element of the series and the (i − k)th element [10] and measured by autocorrelation (a correlation between t X and t k X − ); k is usually called the lag. Seasonality can be visually identified in the series as a pattern that repeats every k elements. The following graphical techniques can be used to detect seasonality: 1) A run sequence plot [11] , 2) A seasonal sub-series plot [12] , 3) Multiple box plots [11] and 4) the autocorrelation plot [1] . Both the seasonal sub-series plot and the box plot assume that the seasonal periods are known. In most cases, the seasonal periods are easy to find (4 for quarterly data, 12 for monthly data etc). If there is significant seasonality, the autocorrelation plot should show spikes at multiples of lags equal to the period, the seasonal lag (for quarterly data, we would expect to see significant spikes at lag 4, 8, 12, 16 , and so on). Davey and Flores [13] proposed a method which adds statistical tests of seasonal indexes for the multiplicative model that helps identify seasonality with greater confidence. Tests for seasonality are also given in Kendall and Ord [7] .
In time series analysis, it is assumed that the data consist of a systematic pattern and random noise (error). In addition to identifying the patterns (the components), the main two goals of a time series analysis are better achieved if and only if the correct model is used. The specific functional relationship between these components can assume different forms.
However, the possibilities are that they combine in an additive (additive seasonality) or a multiplicative (multiplicative seasonality) fashion, but can also take other forms such as pseudo-additive/mixed (combining the elements of both the additive and multiplica-tive models).
Additive model (when trend, seasonal and cyclical components are additively com- [15] showed that the row and column averages and variances can be used to 1) determine the need for and appropriate trans- 
Methodology
The 
In these definitions, the comparison of parameter estimates is done directly using the actual and estimated values of the parameters.
The summary of the estimates of trend parameters and seasonal indices obtained by
Iwueze and Nwogu [20] are given in Table 1 for Linear, Table 2 for Quadratic and Table 3 Exponential trend-cycle component for the additive and multiplicative models.
We note the following for Tables 1-3: 1) a′ , b′ and c′ are estimates derived from the regression equations of row averages on row number.
2) Additive and Multiplicative models give different estimates.
3) 
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Simulation Examples
This Section presents some simulations examples used to compare the estimates of the Table 4 .
The Buys-Ballot estimates of trend parameters and seasonal indices are computed using the expressions in Table 1 . The estimates of the error means and standard devia-tions are computed from the residuals from the fitted models. The deviations of these estimates from the parameters used in the simulations are given in Appendix A for the Additive model and Appendix B for the Multiplicative model, while the summary statistics for 20 simulations only are given in Table 5 for the Additive model and Tables   6-8 for the Multiplicative model. . Therefore, the summary statistics for b = 2 only is shown in Table 5 . As Table 5 shows, the summary statistics (ME, MSE and MAE) for the two estimation methods (LSE and BBE) are equal both in magnitude and direction all the simulations. This indicates that the two methods are equally effective in estimating the trend parameters and seasonal indices when the model for decomposition is additive.
For the multiplicative model, Table 6 shows that for b = 0.02, the values of the summary statistics (ME, RMSE, MSE, MAE and MAPE) are equal in almost all the simulations as in the additive model. However, for values of b = 0.2 and 2.0, Table 7 and Ta Table 4 for the additive model only. However, for want of space, the summary statistics for 20 simulations only are given in Table 9 . As Table 9 shows, the summary statistics (ME, Table 4 for the additive model only. The summary statistics for 20 simulations given in Table 10 shows that the summary statistics (ME, MSE and MAE) for the two estimation methods (LSE and BBE) are equal in almost all the simulations. This indicates that the two methods are equally effective in estimating the trend parameters and seasonal indices when the model for decomposition is additive. 
Summary, Recommendation and Conclusion
This study has compared the estimates of trend parameters and seasonal indices from Therefore, when the model is additive, the estimates of trend parameters and seasonal indices are the same for both estimation procedures. However, because of the insight it gives into choice of model and detection of presence of seasonal effect, the BBE is recommended. 
